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Sustainable Living Education
Capability Statement

Renew delivers workshops, seminars and talks on sustainable living for audiences of all sizes and knowledge levels.

Our aim is to empower people to take charge of their lifestyles through energy efficiency, water saving, green home choices and sustainable transport. We work with communities, schools, businesses and governments to deliver practical information on sustainable living.

Central to the success of Renew’s education services is the ability to provide practical and effective information which inspires households and businesses to change. In Renew’s experience this requires:

- an independent, authoritative and trustworthy source;
- information that is clear and well presented; and
- information that draws on people’s real experiences.

Our education programs focus on:

- Small-scale Renewable energy including solar photovoltaic (PV), wind and hydro power systems;
- Energy efficiency measures and behaviour change in the home or business;
- Solar hot water systems and heat pumps;
- Sustainable building design;
- Smart meters and energy bill management;
- Household water conservation;
- Rainwater and greywater systems; and
- Electric vehicles - conversions and commercial options.

Our education programs are tailored to suit audience requirements, knowledge levels and areas of interest, and encourage engagement...
## Testimonial

"Renew has been providing top quality community presentations to Glen Eira City Council residents since 2011.

We have found all Renew staff to be very professional and accommodating.

They have successfully delivered community presentations on sustainable topics such as energy saving in the home, sustainable house case studies, solar PV, electric vehicles and Speed Date a Sustainable Expert.

Feedback from participants has been very positive, eg 'Very informative speaker, knew his topic well’ and "Excellent knowledge and presentation by Renew’.”

Sally Stewart, Sustainability Education Officer, Glen Eira City Council
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